Structural transition In chromatin was measured as a function of counter Ions in solution (NaCl or MgCl.) and of hlstones bound on the DNA. The addition of counter Ions to aqueoui solutions of chromatin, partially dehistonlzed chromatin, and DNA caused a drastic reduction In viscosity and a significant increase In sedimentation coefficient. Transitions occurred primarily at about 2 x 10" 3 M NaCl and 1 x 10" 5 M MgCl, and are interpreted as a change in structure of chromatin induced by tight binding of cations (N« + or Mg ) to DNA, either free or bound by hiatones, and is an intrinsic property of DNA rather than of the type of histone bound. At a given ionic condition, removal of histone HI from chromatin had only a minor effect on the hydrodynamlc properties of chromatin while removal of other hlstones caused a drastic change In these properties. An Increase In the sedimentation coefficient of DNA was observed also for protamine. DNA complexes wherein the bound protein contains only unordered coil rather than the ^-helices found in hlstones.
INTRODUCTION
Chromatin structure has been a subject of active research in the past decade. In particular, hydrodynamlc methods (viscosity and sedimentation) have been used for Investigating the gross structure of chromatin in solution (1-6). Van Holde and co-workers (7-9) have used nuclease digestion as a method to Isolate chromatin subunits (10-13) and have measured the hydrodynamlc dimensions of these subunits.
In chromatin, particularly in hlstone-bound regions, at least two types of forces, electrostatic and hydrophobic, are expected to play an important role in determining the structure of a histone-DNA complex. (Table I) .
Since a protease inhibitor was not added to those chromatin and NaCltreated partially dehlstonised chromatina used for the experiments of Both the decrease in viscosity (Fig. 2) and the increase in sedimentation coefficient (Fig. 4) 
